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Because the restaurant is French, you will not be able to use a napkin, but you must use a serviette.I have the 

Ackerman article, if you mean the one that was issued by Yale Law School.  Thanks.To:	Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-

arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From:	hall.409 @ osu.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   

Date:	10/29/97 09:49:35 AM PSTSubject:	Re: November 18Sounds great to me. Will I have to use a 

napkin?Best,KermitP.S. I have a very interesting piece by Bruce Ackerman on "WorldConstitutionalism" that 

was just published. Its short and provocative. Ifyou want a copy, let me know.At 09:34 AM 10/29/97 -0500, 

you wrote:>>>>>Done.  Do you want to go to L'Auberge Chez Francois?>>>>To:       Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-

arrb.gov>cc:        (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)>From:     hall.409 @ osu.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT>Date:     

10/29/97 09:27:56 AM PST>Subject:  Re: November 18>>>>>Jeremy, going to Reston makes a lot of sense and 

I like the plan as a>whole. So, yes, let's do it all.>Best,>Kermit>At 07:49 AM 10/29/97 -0500, you 

wrote:>>>>Kermit,>>>>Did you think for one second that we would not take excellent care of you?>>>>Either 

Michelle Combs or I will be your chauffeur on the 18th.  Our>>tentative plan had been, pending hearing from 

you on your preferences, to>>pick you up at your hotel on the morning of the 18th, drive you to>>Dumfries, 

participate in the interview there, drive you to NSA, and then>>drop you off at the airport.   We will plan to do 

this unless we hear from>>you to the contrary.>>>>A second component of our thinking was to book a hotel 

for you in the>>Reston area for the night of the 17th.  Both Michelle and I live in>Reston,>>and that would 

expedite significantly the trip to Dumfries.  Tracy has>made>>a tentative reservation for you at a Marriott 

Residence Inn, if you are>>amenable to such an arrangement.  (Tracy also has a reservation for you in>>DC.)  

Following the Board meeting on the 17th, I would be pleased to take>>you to dinner and then drop you off at 

your hotel.  There are several>>excellent restaurants in the Reston area.  One of the best restaurants in>>the 

greater DC  area (L'Auberge Chez Francois) is a short drive away.  Let>>me know which, if any, of these ideas 

you would prefer.>>>>Best,>>>>Jeremy>>>>To:       Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.gov>>cc:        (bcc: Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRB)>>From:     hall.409 @ osu.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT>>Date:     10/28/97 08:31:50 AM 

PST>>Subject:  Re: November 18>>>>>>>>>>Jeremy, I think this will work. How are we going to move about 

town? This>>is a lot of hoofing in a short amount of time. If I have a driver, then it>>will probably work; if not, 

then it seems to me that I should go to NSA>and>>then try to get our friend in Virginia the next time.  I know, 

however,>>that getting both done is important, so I am willing to do what will work.>>I am certain I can leave 

from Baltimore, which would save coming back to>>DC.  Just give me a heads-up on how to handle the travel 

to VA and then>>NSA.>>Best,>>Kermit>>At 08:04 AM 10/28/97 -0500, you wrote:>>>>>>We have made 
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